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July 27th, 59 a.H.

News from the seminar in Canada and Spain in the next contact, promise…. Sorry
for the delay J

The racism of the West is very clear in the
Western Media
Ninety-nine people have been killed and
more than 180 injured in a fresh wave of
suicide bombings in Iraq, including a
fuel tanker attack south of Baghdad....
Here is a statement of the Prophet
RAEL :
" The racism of the West is very clear in
the Western Media. 55 people dead in
London still make the Headlines of most
of them, but 50 % more victims in
Baghdad bombing get a lot less
coverage.
CNN is still headlining "After THE
bombing" talking only about London
drama. As if Iraqi victims were much less important than those in UK. If a bomb kills
55 people in London all the Western media give it hours and pages of coverage but
if a bomb in any middle east nation kills 10 times more, it will be much less covered,
reported and debated. Most of pro Bush and pro Blair people see Iraqi bombing
victims almost as an "acceptable drama" , but if a bombing happens inside US or
UK it is viewed as totally unacceptable. As if the lives of occidental people were
much more precious.This is pure racism, and will create much more resentment
toward Western countries which will also create more terrorism. Only love can fix
the problem. As well as having all Western militaries leaving Middle Eastern
countries and ceasing this illegal occupation.
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ROSIE O’DONNELL NEW HONORARY GUIDE
The Prophet RAEL has named Rosie O'Donnell as an
honorary guide in the International Raelian Movement for
her constant support of human rights, most recently
supporting Canada's decision to recognize the rights of
gays and condemning the US for ignoring human rights
in denying marriage rights to gays and lesbians.
In a recent interview, Rael said: "I would be honored
to perform the wedding ceremony for Miss O'Donnell and
her partner myself!” Canadians are freer than
even Americans now! She reflects the opinion of
most people in the "free world" and probably even in
the US - that the US is fundamentally built upon personal
freedom
and
individuality
and
the
Bush
administration are wording things in a religiously
rhetorical way in order to manipulate public opinion to
redefine "family values", which goes against the purpose
of the constitution - freedom. Maybe the administration is
pandering to the religious right wing voters who were scared after 9-11 and looking for
"security and comfort" through their religious beliefs. But the idea that a law can deny
rights to some while granting the same rights to others certainly goes against human
rights.
As for "family values", of course most people love their family - and that includes their gay
son, lesbian sister, etc. So "family values" are really about love, not about denying human
rights. I remember hearing that vice-president Cheney has a lesbian daughter. As a father,
I am sure he still loves his little girl. But as a loyal Republican, he is not allowed to say
much about it. Hopefully he would speak up when the laws take it to the next step: that
being gay would be illegal and punishable by death (as was adultery, touching the skin of
a pig and other such things in the Bible).
In the eyes of the world, it looks like the US is trying to introduce certain religious beliefs
into the US laws thus creating a "theocracy" - the very thing the US condemns other
nations for. If Mr. Bush is fighting for freedom as he now claims, (but we should
remember that before it was because of WMD, terrorists in Iraq - they were in Saudi
Arabia, not Iraq - and the other constantly evolving reasons) should it not also include
sexual freedom between adults as well as a person being able to choose their own wife or
husband, women being able to drive, go to school and other basic equal human rights
which are denied in some countries?
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PLEASANT INTERVIEWS
It is hard to say what will be done with the
images shot by the few documentary crews who
came to the Prophet’s gardens during the last
two weeks, but we definetely enjoyed the
interviews they did. They were so respectful o f
the Prophet RAEL.
One of these do cumentary teams was lead by
Yves Bo isset, a famous movie director from
France. He reconned that he tho ught he was
amo ng the very few people in France who have
the best information, but realized he ignored a
lot about the situatio n of religio us minorities in
this co untry…. Who kno ws, with what he learned from this interview, he may want to give
the right informatio n?
A team also from « Naked in America Do cumentary » came to interview the Prophet RAEL
and obviously enjo yed what He had to say and staying with us for a day…. J

NEW RESPONSIBLE FOR EASTERN EUROPE

A note from Gerard Jeandupeux, assistant of RAEL :

Galiana Georgieva, is my new assistant for the development of
Eastern Europe countries.
Galiana is living in Las Vegas but often visits her country of origin,
Bulgaria, in order to promote the sale of the Messages of which she
organized the translation and the printing in Bulgarian.

RAELIANS IN ACTION AROUND THE WORLD
Letter of support from Hortense Dodo to
the women of Zwaziland…
(NB : Hortense is a raelian bishop and professor of biology in the
US, originally from Ivory Coast)

To the President of the feminine association for the freedom of
Ngwane
This letter is to express the full support and the great admiration of the Prophet
RAEL, founder of the raelian movement (www.rael.org).
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Following an article about the difficult life conditions of the women in Zwaziland, victims
of severe discrimination from the male community, as published on the internet site of
the magazine Jeune Afrique :
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/pays/swaziland/gabarit_art_afp.asp?art_cle=AFP35655etref
ribodt0 , the Prophet Rael wishes to express his great concern regarding these unhuman
practices and to give his full support to your organization and its fight to reestablish the
dignity of the Swazi women.
In August 1998, the Prophet RAEL declared : « Africa is important to the eyes of
our Creators as it is the future of Humanity if it successfully detaches from the primitive
mysticisms that handicapped it to the point of being enslaved by other continents »
See www.raelafrica.org . These unhuman practices towards Swazi women are an
example of the primitive mysticisms that we must all fight. Your fight is ours, your fight is
noble, your fight is right.
African women have an important role to play in the awakening process of the
African continent. During his stay in Accra, Ghana, in December 2004, the Prophet RAEL
dedicated his teachings to the women of Africa. He denounced the difficult conditions of
their life ( difficult access to education, sexual violences, excision….) and he wished more
feminine leadership for a better African continent and a better Humanity.
« African women, don’t let yourself colonize ! I say colonize as , when men are acting like
macho, they act like the old colonizers, considering someone as an inferior person to get
what they want. By acting that way, they repeat what white people did to black people.
Women have as many talents as men. Macho guys don’t want women to be brighter and
smarter than them. A pity as they have so much to learn from them » From Apocalypse
#133, 2005
…..

GAY PRIDE IN LONDON....
Ready, Set, Gooooo... "The
Raelian Movement Supports
SEXUAL FREEDOM" was
the theme of our day in the
London Gay Parade. We
where 14 Raelian who joined
this Festive day. We had 2
banners with, The Raelian
Movement Supports SEXUAL
FREEDOM (our Symbol and
rael.org) and the other with
the Offical banner from the
site "raeliangay.org". Both
beautiful and full of colors of
the gay rainbow. We had an
arch of Ballones over our banner in the parade and each of us had a white t-shirt with one
of the texts "be true be you", "free to be me","Love differences" and our Banner logo all
making an impact as we dressed in white.
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We started at 10am preparing a
Booth/Stall at Trafalga Square where all
the
groups participating in the day would meet
after the Parade to share with each other
and the Public who they are etc...
So we were one of 40 groups with a table,
leaflets etc...and ofcourse there was a BIG
stage where different speakers
and
performers would take part to fill the Square with enthusiasm until 6pm....
So off we went in amongst the parade, actually almost at the front, :-) 2 hours through
the streets of London from Marble Arch to Trafalga Square...:-))) dancing singing and
playing with the people!
We had made 2000 leaflets to offer, 2 different styles and had decided to use 1000 in the
parade and 1000 for the stall... well to learn our lesson the difficult but joyful way, we
could have probably given out 2000 alone in the parade! So many people wanted to know
who we were and were grabbing for fliers:-)))
We arrived at the stall around 2pm and spent the next 4 hours meeting, playing and
passing out the rest of the leaflets... Our stall, as you see in the picture was Just
BEAUTIFUL, thanks to the work of so many who put it all together. We had 4 different
poster boards with different text about human rights and gay rights, an article from rael
science about "the gay penguins", a message to "Gay" from the Raeliangay site and
information about Apostosizing...
There was not a single flier left by 6pm, we had 3 people apostasize, 25 email address left
for further information and a team of Raelians who felt the Day was a Great Success and
ready to attend the next event which will happen on the 23rd of July in Soho, a smaller
scale of what we did without the Parade. We will be there!
Oh yes, we also have a
New Responsible for
the Gay Community In
UK, Brent Jarvie,(you
all saw him in the last
Apocolypse). A brilliant
man full of ideas for
diffusion:-) He actually
wrote to a Magazine
called "The Metro", a
free magazine offered
that did a BIG cover on
the other event that
took place the same
day as the parade,
"The Live 8" a charity for Africa. And as it brought so many people together as well
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celebrities the GAY Parade lost its impact in the media, so Brent thought he should let
them know and his words ended up in the Magazine the next day! Well done Brent!!!:-)))
Thanks to a Wonderful Preparation to all and to be there for the next day of Freedom,
hmm tomorrow, the next day and the next.......
Love Lara for the UK
__________________________________
A few days later in london town, many of us had quite a day and Ill share a little reflection
of what I lived...:-)
3 of the 4 bomb points I passed over, hmmm, starting at liverpool street at 9am off to
work, where they said it was power failure. I tried to get to my destination by bus, to the
west, Paddington, just past Edgware road...(the second Bomb place). As I was late
already for my yoga class i jumped off the bus before the destination and started by foot
down Oxford street... the funny thing is at that point I still didnt know what was really
happening, "just a big power out", I thought, "hmm a little time for shopping before my
next class".... hehe, :-)
I then continued by foot to Russel square where the next class was, directly where the
bus exploded moments before....still unaware what had been happening. and discovered
then by over hearing some one passing by... I decided to stay at my gym as all the public
transport was cancelled, resting and recouping for the next
treck across town to get home by foot with the rest of
London City...:-) .....an adventure indeed!
Just watching all the people, in chaos, in stress, I had this
surreal feeling, yes, life had taken a different beat today,
the habits were broken of all the city workers and I bet
tonight many people will be testifying LOVE to those they
spend their lives with but forget to say it as often as
possible, thinking yes it could have been you, me etc... but
its not, so lets be grateful before it all goes back to the
norm again... and do they remember this in one or two
months when the grinder of Life and habit continues???
To feel privileged to LOVE each and everyday, to share this
LOVE and awakening with yourself, with each other, yes
this is a Gift!
At each Moment...
hmmm, another little catastrophy on this little blue ball...
and we wish so much to welcome those from another Planet...We have so far to go before
the Wars outside and inside are extinguished and Peace, forgiveness and conscious Love
will be free for all to express and receive without hesitation!
We can meditate on healing, on Love and on peace for all those who lost
Loved ones today or anyday, anyone who endured something disturbing to find balance
quickly.... That is why we are here, that is why our Mission is soooo Important!
It is proven these waves of Positive thought we are working on in our little homes, in our
little heads, not only reconstruct our brains, the water and organs in our bodies, the life
around us, but....hmmmm perhaps those open and ready can receive something
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wonderful and this gift into their brains too who don’t yet know how to create it
themselves!!!
How Blessed we are to recognise our Own consciousness and to Give LOVE!
Dont Forget it!
See you all Soon in the gardens of Eden, before our Prophet, in Canada next week and in
Spain in 3 weeks, YIPPY!!!!:-)))) Let your brain open and find your seeds of LOVE to come
and Dance and Sing while you still can!
xoxoxox
Love Lara

Third diversity encounter in Mexico
The
Raelian
Movement
in
México
participated in the 3rd. Diversity Encounter
“Opening Frontiers”.
By: Alfredo Garcia / Sergio Fabela
At the end of
June 2005 during the
celebration of this magnum encounter
about sexual diversity, during the opening
ceremony, the authorities from the
University asked us to sit at the main table
with them as “guests of honor”! and on
their speech they recognized the Raelian
Movement as a great supporter and
diffuser of human rights for the gay – lesbian communities. There were 100+ people on
the room!! This event was organized by the UNAM University in Mexico through the
Student’s Council
Also, the Raelian Movement in Toluca Mexico, was invited to give a speech about sexual
diversity on the closure ceremony.. ! Alfredo Garcia the Regional Guide, and Sergio
Garcia the spokesperson, gave a speech manifesting in favor of sexual diversity, giving
the messages and our position as an international organization.
This last day, even there were only about 50 people the speech was a success! They had
to push us out of the room asking everyone to
continue asking questions outside the podium
so they could continue with the
closure
ceremony! At the end some people came to
ask us for more information. What a fun time
we had!
We also got a written recognition from the
University.. We felt very good being treated
with such respect … :-D !! I’m sure we will
have the doors of the University open for more
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diffusion!
Viva Sexual Diversity! Viva our Fathers Elohim!

Diffusion in the sand, Quebec
From Sylvain Rochon, Ottawa

After a week preparation we had a beautiful week end on a beach in Gatineau, Quebec,
participating at the “Wonders in the Sand”
competition.
There were professional, amateurs and famillies, all
of them sculpting all kinds of objects, with
interesting designs, fantastic concepts using dense
sand,
water and
the
creativity
of
the
artistsJ
Four members of the Ottawa raelian chapter
joined and worked hard for 2 days to achieve the
sculpture entitled “ the created becomes
creator”, representing the cycle of elohimization
of humanities in the infinite.
We received positive feedbacks from the visitors,
they admired the work but also the “interesting” message we proposed. Anyhow, the
hundreds of passer-byes couldn’t ignore the www.rael.org sign posted in front of the
sculpture J

MESSAGE FROM ARAMIS-International
Invitation to gay media, Gay associations, And to gays around the
world.
Following the execution in Iran of 2 presumably gay teenagers on July 19, 2005 by the
Islamic authorities (SHARIA) for crime of homosexuality!!!
ARAMIS-International invites all of you to stand up and to denounce this barbaric act
unthinkable in the XXI century by participating to the demonstration organized in your
country.
ARAMIS-International wants to point out that it is now recognized and proven by science
that sexual orientation is simply genetic as it is for the skin colour or the race of an
individual.
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Demonstration in front of the embassy of IRAN of each country
http://www.mfa.gov.ir/other-sites/missions/english/mission-english.html

DATE August 3, 2005 at: 11 AM

Raelian seminars in Africa, from December 24 to 31, 60a.H.
(2005) at Brazzaville (Congo)

If you want to live one of the most touching experiences, come and discover the original
and warm African fraternity during the African seminar where you will receive teachings of
the Prophet Rael that he doesn’t give anywhere else…..
Come and be a child, full of love and humour, a unique opportunity, maybe the last
one???
To get more info or subscribe, go to:

http://www.rael.org/e107_plugins/raelseminar_menu/raelseminar.php?3.10

Or contact : boniyves@yahoo.fr ; africa-seminar@rael.org
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And…. If you are fed up with my English mistakes and have
time to give for proofreading, you can contact me at
editor@raelianews.org
Have a fun day
The Editor
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